Paper Roll Hedgehog

**What you will need:** toilet paper tube (or paper towel tube cut in halves or thirds), brown construction paper (or if you don’t have that, white copier paper colored in brown with a crayon or colored pencil will work also), small piece of white paper, black marker (or crayon), pencil, glue stick or school glue and scissors

Step 1: Place the paper roll on the brown paper. Draw an outline for hedgehog’s spikes with a pencil. Cut out the shape you drew.
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Step 2: Glue the tube to the center of the brown paper you just cut out.

Step 3: Using more brown paper, cut out 2 front legs. Add some toe details if you want with your black marker or crayon.

Step 4: Glue the legs to the sides of the tube.

Step 5: Cut out two circles for eyes. Color in pupils with your black marker or crayon. Then glue onto the tube to make the hedgehog’s face. Use the marker or crayon to draw in a nose and mouth.

You are all done!
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